Neural-Network-Based Output-Feedback Control Under Round-Robin Scheduling Protocols.
The neural-network (NN)-based output-feedback control is considered for a class of stochastic nonlinear systems under round-Robin (RR) scheduling protocols. For the purpose of effectively mitigating data congestions and saving energies, the RR protocols are implemented and the resulting nonlinear systems become the so-called protocol-induced periodic ones. Taking such a periodic characteristic into account, an NN-based observer is first proposed to reconstruct the system states where a novel adaptive tuning law on NN weights is adopted to cater to the requirement of performance analysis. In addition, with the established boundedness of the periodic systems in the mean-square sense, the desired observer gain is obtained by solving a set of matrix inequalities. Then, an actor-critic NN scheme with a time-varying step length in adaptive law is developed to handle the considered control problem with terminal constraints over finite-horizon. Some sufficient conditions are derived to guarantee the boundedness of estimation errors of critic and actor NN weights. In view of these conditions, some key parameters in adaptive tuning laws are easily determined via elementary algebraic operations. Furthermore, the stability in the mean-square sense is investigated for the discussed issue in infinite horizon. Finally, a simulation example is utilized to illustrate the applicability of the proposed control scheme.